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**Alvin comes home!**

WHOI’s iconic submersible returns to Woods Hole to complete an upgrade that will put 98% of the deep ocean within reach.

---

**Now you see me, now you don’t**

Catch a glimpse of these tiny dive-bombing sand lance.

---

**WHOI scientists lend a glove**

The institution’s labs donate masks, protective suits, and more to Cape Cod Hospital.

---

**Who are you calling drab?**

See why the hyperiid amphipod is one of the ocean twilight zone’s many eye-catching crustaceans.

---

**Relax with the ocean**

Sit back and relax with this collection of ocean beauty shots and atmospheric music.

---

**WHOI IN THE NEWS**

- CBC: *Canada-U.S. Atlantic science mission scrubbed due to COVID-19*
- TIMES OF INDIA: *Case study: Why a penguin colony collapsed*
- THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY: *Amplified Voices: How identity shapes our scientific experiences*
- WEBWIRE: *Indian Ocean phenomenon spells climate trouble for Australia*
- SCI TECH DAILY: *How Wave Power Drives Coastal Erosion in Hawaii*

---

**Where are WHOI Ships Now?**

Start tracking →

Follow us #WHOI